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Audio Producer /Video Editor

Podcast Producer /Audio Editor
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KRIS MEREDITH
Radio & TV Presenter 

07852154082 kriscmeredith@gmail.com

https://www.krismeredith.com UK/Europe 

RADIO & TV WORK 

Live TV Presenter
Psychic Today �Sky TV�  

Milton Keynes 

Sky TV Channel 
I host day and evening entertainment shows broadcast live to viewers 
who who seek guidance from their favourite psychics. I always ensure 
I always bring the best show possible, from interviewing the worlds 
top psychics and guests to bringing a well structured show with 
entertaining topics and a lot of high energy to bring interactive and 
engaging viewing. 

Radio Presenter 
Ribble FM 

Ribble Valley 

Radio Station 
I host a a show called Aussie Hour, this show has taken on a life of it's 
own since I created it at university. I bring all hits and entertainment 
from Australia and catch up with the biggest stars to create a unique 
listening experience for a worldwide audience. I produce and edit and 
work on adobe audition and a myriad system. 

Global Radio Experience
Heart Lancashire/Capital Wrexham

Lancashire/Wrexham 

Radio Station
I worked with some of globals top radio talent as I worked across 
breakfast, daytime and drive to late evening creating audio and video 
packages and show preparation to future show creation, podcast 
creation and social media management and any other duties that 
came up to create a exceptional listening experience. 

Luxury Skincare Manager (Selfridges)
Creme De La Mer

Manchester 

Luxury Skincare Brand 
Working for one of the worlds most luxurious beauty brands was a 
complete honour and getting to manage a team of seven to deliver a 
exceptional service and grow the counter higher than expected and 
get to know customers and build relationships that would be far more 
than just cosmetics was just part of my everyday service while 
managing the flagship counter.  

SUMMARY
Having worked in a completely different 
industry before, I now pride myself in 
being able to demonstrate a natural talent 
in the broadcast field. I reach out to 
young and old and offer a fresh and 
dynamic approach that is refreshing to a 
mixed audience. 
 
I have a rich blend of experience in radio 
and television, I have earned a repetition 
as one of the most hard-working 
presenters with high energy and 
someone who brings new dynamics into 
broadcasts and remains in-tune with the 
publics needs and wants.
 
I understand what it takes to create a 
truly personable show and having that 
rich background of non-broadcast and 
broadcast experience creates a truly 
unique and relatable presenter.

 

EDUCATION

Achieved 2:1 in Broadcast 
Production & Presenting in 
TV & Radio 
The University of Chester 

9 X GCSE (Inc English & 
Maths)
Copley High School 

SKILLS
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